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This document certifies that the character known as

This document certifies that the character known as

Acted with bravery, daring, and selflessness in the LIVING
JUNGLE event Ships from the Sky.
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This certificate may be exchanged for a +2 (+10%) bonus to any
1d20 or 1d100 roll during a LIVING JUNGLE tournament if
exchanged before the roll of the die. Alternately, it may be
exchanged for a +1 (+5%) bonus to the die roll if exchanged
after the roll is made. Two Hero Point certificates may be
exchanged to re-roll any failed 1d20 or 1d100 de roll.
When this certificate has been exchanged, the DM should
tear this certificate in half, or write “VOID” in ink across its
face.
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Brass Dagger

Brass Headdress

This dagger was obtained by trading from the Oscray, a new
race who came to Malatra from the skies. It does normal dagger
damage, but is made of a shiny brown substance known as
brass. It is sharp, and retains the sharpness much longer than a
wooden or bone dagger.

This brass circlet fits snugly on your brow. It is the symbol of
the defeat of Backbiter, an evil Oscray who came from across
the skies to threaten the existence of three villages. For your
help in this crisis, you were awarded this trophy as a symbol of
your courage. It is readily recognized in the village of the
Rudra, the Koshiva, and the Katimaya. (+1 reaction roll in any
of these villages).
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Brass Chain Mail

Farseer Glass

Suit for one hero
This armor is made of tiny little rings of brass, a substance
from across the skies. It provides AC 6 protection, and is very
durable. It was obtained in battle with the forces of Backbiter,
an evil Oscray who threatened the existence of three villages.
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This strange tube allows you to look through it and see as
though you had an eagle's eye. You can see things as though
they were 5 times as close as they really are. The tube is made
of a brownish substance called brass, inside is a substance as
transparent as water, in fact even more so. It is an artifact that
came from across the skies, with the Oscray when they came
to the jungle of Malatra. It was presented to you by their
chieftain, Bentfang, in gratitude for your help.
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This rare substance is of unkown origin, having come from
far across the skies. It was obtained as a gift from the shaman
of the Oscray, a new race who traveled here to the jungle
'across many skies.' When sprinkled on a wound, the wound
heals at a miraculous rate (1 hit point per ten minutes). A total
of 1d6 +4 points of damage are healed with every application.
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Gem of Fascination
This extremely rare gem was gifted to you by Bentfang,
chieftain of the Oscray. He presented it to you for your help in
freeing his people from the attentions of his brother,
Backbiter. It is large and beautiful. It has no magic properties,
but is quite fascinating to those who like gems and shiny
objects. Saru and monkey katanga in particular prize this
stone, and should react in a more favorable manor to the
wearer (+3 to Nhero saru and monkey katanga reactions,
heroes’reactions are up to them.)
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Cone of Cold
Spell Fetish
This small cone is made of brass. It was obtained from the
effects of Grimace, a powerful evil mage of the oscray race
who brought it across many skies.
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Polymorph Other
Spell Fetish

Dispel Magic
Spell Fetish

This small bag contains scales from a lizard, fur from a bat
and a leapard, a claw from a tiger katanga, a fish’s scale, and a
frog's leg. When you meditate upon these items, you are able
to memorize the polymorph other spell, and turn other
creatures into small inoffensive creatures.

This small gem was recovered from the effects of Grimace, a
powerful evil mage who came with the Oscray, a race from
across the sky. When you meditate upon it you can memorize
a dispel magic spell.
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